Regulation of immune responses via genetically restricted cellular interactions. II. I-region-restricted cooperation between idiotypic and anti-idiotypic B lymphocytes.
Immunization of BALB/c mice with MOPC-104E myeloma protein induced idiotype-specific enhancing cells which acted on anti-dextran antibody-producing cells. The enhancing cells have surface phenotypes of B cells. Using BALB/c H-2 congenic strains, it was found that the cooperation between anti-idiotypic-enhancing B lymphocytes and dextran-primed B lymphocytes was controlled by major histocompatibility gene complex. Here we have described the loci which restrict the successful cooperation between B lymphocytes, wherein it was revealed that the interaction was restricted to the I-A and I-E subregions in H-2k haplotype and the I-A subregion in H-2b haplotype. Utilizing several monoclonal antibodies specific for Ia antigens, it was revealed that the enhancing B lymphocyte activity was completely inhibited by the pretreatment of antibody-producing B cells with anti-Ia.7 in H-2d haplotype as well as H-2k, and with anti-I-A antibody in H-2b haplotype. The results suggest that the anti-idiotypic B-lymphocyte response to the self idiotype is under control of H-linked immune response (Ir) gene.